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Cholesterol crystal induced inflammation and
mechanical cardiac valve injury: Implications for
transcatheter aortic-valve replacement
Abstract
The process of cardiac valve sclerosis and stenosis in non-rheumatic disease is related
to inflammation via the innate immune system similar to atherosclerosis. Cardiac
valve composition shares many features with arterial tissue. Cholesterol infiltration
in the valve matrix results in cholesterol crystal formation and deposition that causes
mechanical injury and triggers inflammation. Sclerotic human valve specimens as well
as valves from atherosclerotic rabbit models reveal presence of cholesterol crystals and
macrophage infiltration as seen in atherosclerosis. Lipid lowering by combination of
simvastatin and ezetimibe demonstrates cholesterol reduction in valves only if used in
a preventive manner. However, once the valve is infiltrated by cholesterol and crystals
form in the tissue matrix, these become very difficult to extract and lipid lowering
is no longer very effective. Furthermore, cholesterol crystals serve as a nidus for
calcium phosphate deposition that distorts and stiffens the valve tissue leading to valve
dysfunction. During Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement (TAVR) procedures,
crystals can complicate the procedure by release of crystalline particles causing ischemic
cerebral events and rupturing balloons.
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Introduction
The role of inflammation in cardiac valve disease has been long recognized in rheumatic
fever causing fusion of valve tissue with eventual sclerosis and calcification leading
to valve stenosis and/or regurgitation. The process is triggered by an autoimmune
response to an infectious agent usually group A Streptococcus pyogenes [1]. However,
the activation of the innate immune system due to non-infectious agents has been
recently recognized in the arterial system. Specifically, the activation of NLRP3
by cholesterol crystals has been found to lead to IL-1β production resulting in an
inflammatory cascade that leads to the activation of IL-6 and subsequent production
of C-reactive protein (CRP) by the liver [2].
Cholesterol crystals form in tissues by an increasing saturation of free cholesterol and
changes in the local chemical milieu including a rising pH and a drop in ambient
temperature within the physiologic range [3,4]. Specifically, a combination of
increasing cholesterol saturation with a low temperature was found to be synergistic
in triggering the formation of cholesterol crystals. The phase transformation of
cholesterol from a liquid to a solid crystalline state leads to a rapid volume expansion
that has the capability of perforating fibrous tissues. Moreover, the sharp tip geometry
of cholesterol crystals adds to the potential for mechanical injury. Cholesterol crystals
have been found perforating the fibrous caps in human coronary atherosclerotic
plaques that had ruptured suggesting a causal process in patients who died from acute
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cardiovascular events. These findings were not present in patients
who had coronary atherosclerotic plaques but had died of other
causes [5]. The ability to visualize the effect of cholesterol crystals
and their extent in atherosclerotic plaque rupture was made
possible by excluding ethanol from the tissue processing protocol
for scanning electron microscopy [6].
Because cardiac valves and vascular tissues share similar morphology
including an endothelial lining and sub-intimal collagenous tissue,
we proceeded to examine if a similar process of mechanical trauma
and inflammation associated with cholesterol crystals may also
exist for cardiac valves [7].
Crystals in Valve Tissue
Although the presence of cholesterol crystals in valve tissue
obtained at surgery had been previously described, their extent,
role in inflammation and valve injury had not been previously

recognized. Sclerotic human valves and valves from normal and
atherosclerotic rabbits were examined for cholesterol crystals [8].
This demonstrated that cholesterol crystals were present in both
human and atherosclerotic rabbit valves (Figure 1). Rabbits fed
a cholesterol enriched diet resulted in elevated cholesterol valve
content, tissue inflammation and an associated systemic serum
inflammatory response. Moreover, valves from the cholesterol diet
fed rabbits had extensive cholesterol deposition and macrophage
accumulation within the valve tissue matrix as previously described
in arterial tissue of atherosclerotic rabbits (Table 1 and Figure 2).
Systemically, CRP was markedly elevated in the atherosclerotic
rabbits compared to the normal controls. Furthermore, other
studies have demonstrated T lymphocytes infiltrating human
stenotic aortic valves [9]. This included both bicuspid and tricuspid
aortic valves further supporting the inflammatory process within
the valve tissue similar to atherosclerosis.

Figure 1: Scanning electron micrograph of cholesterol crystals seen emerging from the surface of the aortic, pulmonary, and tricuspid valves from rabbits fed a high
cholesterol diet (top). Scanning electron micrographs of sclerotic human aortic valve with cholesterol crystals emerging on the surface.
Reproduced with permission [8]. Also, fluorescence microscopy demonstrates the crystals in fresh tissue specimen (bottom).

Figure 2: RAM 11 stained aortic (top; 20X; 40X) and mitral (bottom 20X)) valves demonstrating heavy brown staining consistent with macrophage uptake in cholesterol
fed rabbits (left panel) compared to the normal control appearing aortic and mitral valves (right panel)[8].
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Table 1: Cardiac valve inflammation by percent area staining
of macrophage content. Modified with permission [8].
Treatment group

Aortic
Mitral Pulmonary
(% area) (% area) (% area)

Tricuspid
(% area)

Atherosclerotic (n=5)

29

35.8

28.1

7.3

Normal Control (n=12)

0.1

0

0

0

p-value

0.002

0.02

0.002

0.002

Although all cardiac valves in the atherosclerotic model had a
significantly greater amount of cholesterol compared to normal
rabbit valves, the aortic valve had the greatest amount of cholesterol
accumulation and crystal formation (Figures 3 and 4) [8]. This was

followed by the mitral, pulmonic, and tricuspid valves respectively.
The aortic valve is typically the most commonly involved valve
in humans without rheumatic disease and this may be related
to exposure to high pressure at the aortic valve. Additionally,
the presence of cholesterol crystals can serve as a nidus for the
deposition of calcium phosphate crystals that can further constrict
and stiffen the valve restricting its mobility [10]. Moreover, aortic
stenosis is associated with an independent higher risk of stroke
that is shown to be reduced after valve replacement [11]. Thus, the
greater cholesterol and crystal burden in the aortic valve may be a
contributor to those cerebrovascular events.

Figure 3: Cholesterol content of rabbit aortic, mitral, tricuspid and pulmonary valves. All valves from rabbits on a high cholesterol diet had significantly greater amount
of cholesterol content compared to control. ***p<0.001; **p<0.01 [8].

Figure 4: Cholesterol content of valves from cholesterol-fed atherosclerotic rabbits demonstrates aortic valve to have the highest cholesterol content. ***p<0.001 [8].
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Lipid Lowering by Simvastatin and Ezetimibe
Although early retrospective studies with statins demonstrated
a reduction in the progression of aortic stenosis, prospective
studies including a combination of Simvastatin and Ezetimibe
in Aortic Stenosis (SEAS) human trial as well as Rosuvastatin in
the Aortic Stenosis Progression Observation: Measuring Effects of
Rosuvastatin (ASTRONOMER) trial failed to slow or prevent the
progression of aortic stenosis [12,13]. However, the trials did show
benefits in reduced acute coronary events.
In our study, the use of combined simvastatin and ezetimibe in
the atherosclerotic rabbits was successful in reducing cholesterol
content in the valves and this was associated with reduced
valve inflammation and serum CRP [8]. Valve macrophage cell
infiltration and CRP were reduced respectively but the beneficial
effects were found present only when the simvastatin and ezetimibe
were initiated at the same time as the cholesterol enriched diet.
However, when treatment was started after establishment of
atherosclerosis, the benefit of reduced macrophage infiltration was
no longer present.
Once having formed, cholesterol crystals are relatively inert and
resistant to being dissolved. This is due to the hydrogen bond
energies that hold the crystal molecules together. Only High
Density Lipoprotein (HDL) is known to dissolve cholesterol
crystals [14]. Once crystals are formed and especially if they are
located deep in the valve matrix, their exposure to HDL is limited
and they continue to act as a persistent source of inflammation
and mechanical injury. We have reported this process of persistent
injury in the arterial system with crystals that remain embedded
in the tissue as a potential cause for residual risk for cardiovascular
events [15].

Similar findings of embolic events were described by Hollenhorst
who found cholesterol crystal emboli showering from carotid
arteries to the ophthalmic circulation to cause amaurosis fugax
as well as transient ischemic attacks [22]. We had previously
demonstrated that statins and aspirin dissolve cholesterol crystals
[23,24] which raises the possibility for intensively premedicating
patients undergoing TAVR with statins as well as aspirin prior to
the procedure in order to reduce the risk of strokes. Other approaches
to reduce lipids and potentially risk of events are PCSK9 inhibitors,
bempedoic acid and nutraceuticals diets [25-27].
Discussion and Conclusion
Studies have debated the mechanism for acquired non-rheumatic
valvular stenosis and/or regurgitation, specifically for the aortic
and mitral valves. However, recently we elucidated the mechanism
for these effects by demonstrating that as cholesterol infiltrates
the valve matrix forming crystals, they trigger an inflammatory
response as noted in the process of atherosclerosis. This occurs
by activation of the innate immune system that results in the
infiltration of the cardiac valves with macrophages. Also the
formation of cholesterol crystals deep in the valve matrix results
in a mechanical trauma and calcification causing distortion of
the valve structure with stiffening. This process may ultimately
lead to valve stenosis and/or regurgitation often requiring valve
replacement. Currently, much of the aortic valve replacement is
being performed percutaneously via TAVR. Although technically
highly successful, micro-emboli to the brain are frequent and
remain a significant complication. Intensive lowering of lipids
and adding aspirin prior to the procedure may be an approach to
consider in reducing cerebrovascular events.
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Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement (TAVR) has become
a well-established approach for replacing aortic valves and the
indication has continued to broaden from the original elevated
surgical risk patients. However, one important complication of
TAVR is cerebral vascular accidents from showering of particulates
mainly from the valve during balloon valvuloplasty or valve
deployment. Often these events may not be recognized by the
patient or physician, but MRI studies have frequently detected
subclinical ischemic events from showers of small particulate
materials [16-18]. More recent studies have demonstrated
persistent embolic events (5%-6%) with TAVR [19,20] and filter
devices have been developed to capture debris to reduce embolic
events [21]. Moreover, sharp tipped crystals in the valve have the
potential of perforating the balloon.
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